
Backwards Analysis of Randomized GeometricAlgorithmsRaimund Seidel�Computer Science DivisionUniversity of California BerkeleyBerkeley CA 94720USAAugust 20, 1992AbstractThe theme of this paper is a rather simple method that has proved very potent inthe analysis of the expected performance of various randomized algorithms and datastructures in computational geometry. The method can be described as \analyze a ran-domized algorithm as if it were running backwards in time, from output to input." Weapply this type of analysis to a variety of algorithms, old and new, and obtain solu-tions with optimal or near optimal expected performance for a plethora of problemsin computational geometry, such as computing Delaunay triangulations of convex poly-gons, computing convex hulls of point sets in the plane or in higher dimensions, sorting,intersecting line segments, linear programming with a �xed number of variables, andothers.1 IntroductionThe curious phenomenon that randomness can be used pro�tably in the solution of computa-tional tasks has attracted a lot of attention from researchers in recent years. The approach hasproved useful in such diverse areas as number theory, distributed computing, combinatorialalgorithms, complexity theory, and others. For surveys see [34, 47, 55]. It is interesting that inRabin's seminal 1976 paper [46] which initiated the study of algorithmic uses of randomnessone of the two example problems considered was a computational geometry problem, namely�Supported by NSF Presidential Young Investigator Award CCR-9058440. Email address:seidel@cs.berkeley.edu 1



the Euclidean closest pair problem. Of course computational geometry as a �eld came abouta number of years later. Shamos's thesis [52] appeared in 1978. Talking about possible futureresearch directions in the epilogue Shamos mentions \probabilistic algorithms" and writes\This approach seems to be able to yield geometric algorithms of startling e�ciency." How-ever, it was to take almost another decade until randomized or probabilistic methods wereinvestigated in computational geometry in more detail.In the mid 80's Ken Clarkson started to create and apply his random sampling technique,which in the mean time has developed into a surprising general framework with numerousapplications [15, 16, 17, 18]. Around the same time Haussler and Welzl published their impor-tant paper [32] that introduced "-nets and the VC-dimension, which have become very usefuland versatile tools in the design and analysis of randomized algorithms. In a series of papers[42, 43, 44] Mulmuley introduced and studied a number of probabilistic games that allow arather tight analysis of the expected behaviour of a number of geometric algorithms. At thesame time a steady stream of papers of a more specialized nature started to appear, dealingwith randomized solutions for a wide range of particular problems ([7, 8, 9, 30, 1, 50, 12] is anon-exhaustive, random(?) list of references).The purpose of this paper is to popularize a rather simple trick for analyzing the expectedperformance of certain randomized algorithms:Analyze an algorithm as if it was running backwards in time, from output to input.This is based on the observation that often the cost of the \last" step of an algorithm can beexpressed as a function of the complexity of the \�nal product" output by the algorithm.In this paper we apply this \backwards analysis" to a number of problems and algorithms.We start with demonstrating the idea of backwards analysis on a simple algorithm due to PaulChew [14] for constructing the Delaunay triangulation of the vertices of a convex polygon andshow that it has linear expected running time. As far as we know Chew was the �rst to applythis type of analysis to a computational geometry algorithm.Next we apply backwards analysis to an algorithm due to Mulmuley for determining allintersection pairs among a set of line segments in the plane [42, 43]. Mulmuley's originalanalysis of the algorithm was based on probabilistic games and was rather involved. The\backwards" view leads to a considerable simpli�cation, and also applies equally well to amore general version of the problem, where the segments need not be straight and can intersecteach other more than once.Some claim | tongue in cheek | that any method of value in computational geometrymust be also applicable to the planar convex hull problem. Thus we present a planar convexhull algorithm along with the analysis of its O(n log n) expected running time. The algorithmis somewhat reminiscent of QUICKSORT. Thus we apply the principle of backwards analysisto QUICKSORT and with little e�ort we derive the exact value for the expected numberof comparisons made by QUICKSORT. Moreover, backwards analysis turns out to provide aparticularly easy approach for bounding the probability that the running time of QUICKSORT2



signi�cantly exceeds its expectation.Next we give a negative example. We consider a triangulation problem along with an al-gorithm that is a straightforward generalization of QUICKSORT. Interestingly enough, back-wards analysis can apparently not be applied to this algorithm.Following this we turn our attention to linear programming when the dimension is small.We present a very simple algorithm for solving linear programs with m constraints in d vari-ables that has expected running time O(d!m). Again the analysis via the backwards view isvery straightforward. We then describe an adaption of this method due to Welzl [56] for theproblem of �ndingthe smallest enclosing balls for a �nite set of points in IRd.Finally we turn our attention to the problem of constructing the convex hull of n points inIRd. We consider a randomized incremental algorithm and show that for d > 3 there is a simplevariant that via backwards analysis can easily be shown to have optimal O(nbd=2c) expectedrunning time. Then we consider the \conict graph" based algorithm due to Clarkson andShor [18] and present a new backwards analysis due to Clarkson [21] that shows that thisalgorithm has \optimal" expected running time for all dimensions d.2 Delaunay Triangulations of Convex PolygonsLet S be a set of n points in the plane. The Delaunay triangulation of S, for short DT (S) isa plane graph whose vertices are the points in S and that connects two points p; q 2 S by astraight edge i� there is an open disk that has p and q on its boundary but that contains nopoints of S. When S is non-degenerate in the sense that no four points of S are co-circularand not all of S lies on one straight line, DT (S) is always a triangulation. The bounded facesof DT (S) are then exactly those triangles of points in S for which the smallest circumscribeddisk contains no point of S in its interior.Delaunay triangulations along with their dual structures, which are known as Voronoi dia-grams, have been studied intensively in computational geometry. Their e�cient constructionand the recognition of their multifarious useful properties by Shamos and Hoey [53] were in-strumental in getting the �eld of computational geometry started. By now these structuresalong with numerous generalizations are standard fare in the �eld (see [45, 25, 3, 36]).Shamos's and Hoey's big feat was an O(n log n) algorithm for the construction of Delaunaytriangulations. It was also very soon realized that the O(n log n) bound was asymptoticallyworst case optimal for reasonable models of computation. However, for a long time thequestion remained whether DT (S) could be computed in o(n log n) time when the point setS has some special structure. In particular one was interested in the question whether anO(n) time bound was possible when S consists of the vertices of a convex polygon, given inorder around the polygon. An a�rmative answer was eventually given in 1986 by Aggarwal,Guibas, Saxe, and Shor [2] using an ingenious but rather involved algorithm.In the mean time, almost unnoticed, Paul Chew had discovered a very simple randomizedalgorithm for this problem with linear expected running time [14]. Chew employed backwards3



anlysis, and as far as we know this was the �rst time that this trick was used in computationalgeometry. His algorithm and analysis shall serve as a �rst example for the concept of backwardsanalysis.So let S be the n vertices of a convex polygon P given in order around P . Assume thatno four points in S are co-circular, a condition that could easily be simulated using standardperturbation techniques [25, pp. 185]. Chew's algorithm proceeds as follows:If S consists of only three points, then the triangle spanned by them forms DT (S).If S contains more than three points, then choose a random point q 2 S, let p andr be its two neighboring vertices around P , and let S 0 = S n fqg.Recursively compute DT (S 0), attach the triangle p; q; r to this triangulation, andthen update this triangulation D of S as follows to obtain DT (S):First identify all \bad" triangles of D, namely p; q; r and all triangles of DT (S 0)whose circumscribed disk contains q. This is done by performing a depth-�rstsearch in the dual graph G of D whose nodes are the triangles of D and that hastwo triangles adjacent i� they share a common edge of D. This depth-�rst searchis to start at the triangle p; q; r. Since the set of bad triangles is known to form aconnected subgraph of G (a fact not proven here) and since G has maximumdegree3, all bad triangles can thus be identi�ed in time proportional to their number.Finally remove from D all edges that have bad triangles on both sides, and retri-angulate the resulting face by introducing all diagonals that have q as an endpoint.(See Figure 1 for an illustration.)What is the expected running time of this algorithm? The question really is, what is theexpected running time of this procedure with the recursive call excluded. It is not hard to seethat this cost is proportional to the number of bad triangles. So what is the expected numberof bad triangles?This question seems di�cult to answer, especially if we �x our attention on one particularpoint q. The trick now is to express this cost not in terms of DT (S 0) and q, but in terms ofthe resulting structure DT (S). It is not hard to see that the number of bad triangles is exactlyone more than the number of diagonals with endpoint q that are introduced in the last stepof the algorithm. Or in other words, the number of bad triangles is proportional to the degreeof q in DT (S). But of course, if q is chosen from S uniformly at random, then the expecteddegree of q in DT (S) is the sum of the degrees of all vertices in S divided by n, which is twicethe number of edges of DT (S) divided by n, which, since DT (S) is an outer-planar graph, is2 � (2n � 3)=n = 4 � 6=n.Thus the expected time necessary to perform the body of the procedure outlined abovewithout the recursive call is constant. From this it follows immediately that the overallexpected time necessary is O(n). 4



Figure 1Let us point out once more that the decisive part in the analysis of the algorithm is toexpress the cost of the \last step" (which we abstracted out as the body of a head-recursiveprocedure) as a function of the produced output. If we were to run the algorithm backwardsstarting with DT (S) and repeatedly deleting random points of S at cost proportional to theirdegree, the expected cost of a deletion could be expressed as a function of the \input" (namelythe average degree of the current triangulation) and it would be clear that this is constant.3 Intersecting Line SegmentsLet S be a set of n straight line segments in the plane. We are interested in �nding allintersecting pairs of segments in S.The �rst non-trivial algorithm for solving this problem was given by Bentley and Ottmannin 1979 [5]. It was based on the sweep paradigm and achieved a worst case running timeof O((K + n) log n), where K is the output size, namely the number of intersecting pairs ofsegments in S. Since it is possible that all segments of S intersect each other, this algorithm canhave an O(n2 log n) running time, which is inferior to the O(n2) time of the trivial method ofchecking every pair in S. Thus the question arose, whether a bound of the form O(K+n log n)was possible. Since it is easy to show by reduction from element uniqueness that 
(n log n)is a lower bound to the segment intersection problem, and since 
(K) is also a lower boundas at least this much time has to be spent on output, one could not hope for anything better5



than O(K + n log n).In 1983 Chazelle [10] came close to this goal with a rather complicated algorithm whoseworst case running time was O(K + n log2 n= log log n). Finally, �ve years later he and Edels-brunner [11] designed an even more complicated deterministic algorithm that did achieve theO(K + n log n) worst case running time. Around the same time independently Mulmuley[42] as well as Clarkson and Shor [18] developed rather simple randomized algorithms withO(K + n log n) expected running time. Clarkson and Shor based the analysis of the runningtime of their algorithm on the general theory of random sampling. They even managed tocome up with a version of the algorithm that required only O(n) space. Mulmuley analyzedthe performance of his algorithm via probabilistic games that he developed for this purpose.His analysis is reasonably complex, however it yields rather tight constants.In this section we present Mulmuley's algorithm and give a very simple analysis of itsexpected performance that is based on our backwards view.For the sake of ease of presentation let us assume we are dealing with a set S of n segmentsthat is non-degenerate in the sense that no two segments of S have the same endpoint, no threesegments intersect in a common point, no two segment endpoints have the same x-coordinate,and that no segment endpoint lies in the relative interior of some other segment. As usualsuch non-degeneracy could be simulated by standard perturbation methods [25, pp. 185], oralso the algorithm could easily be modi�ed so that none of these assumptions are necessary.Mulmuley's algorithm does more than just determine which pairs of segments in S intersect.It constructs what we call the trapezoidal decomposition induced by S. This decompositionT (S) can be intuitively de�ned as follows: First draw a su�ciently large axis-parallel rectangleframe F that contains in its interior all segments of S. Next draw all segments of S in therectangle F . Finally, from each intersection point and from each segment endpoint draw itsvertical extensions, i.e. start drawing two vertical rays, one going up, the other going down,that extend until they hit a segment of S or the boundary of F (see Figure 2). Thus F isdecomposed into trapezoids that each have two vertical sides (one of which can have length0). Using a sweep argument it is not hard to prove that T (S) contains exactly 3(n +K) + 1trapezoids; thus, when viewed as a planar graph, T (S) has O(K+n) faces, edges, and vertices.Let us de�ne for any subset R � S the trapezoidal decomposition TS(R) in a similar way asfollows: Draw all segments of R in the rectangle frame F , and for each intersection point ofsegments in R as well as for each endpoint of a segment in S (note: in S) draw its verticalextensions. But now the rays that form the vertical extensions extend only until they hit asegment of R or the boundary of the rectangle F (see Figure 3). The decomposition TS(R)partitions F into 2n + r + 3KR + 1 trapezoids, where r = jRj and KR is the number of pairsof intersecting segments in R, and thus TS(R) as a planar graph has O(n+KR) faces, edges,and vertices.Mulmuley's algorithm for computing T (S) = TS(S) is very simple: First compute TS(;)and then insert the segments of S into the trapezoidation in random order to compute TS(R)for an every increasing R � S.We will express his algorithm for computing TS(R) recursively:6
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If R = ; then compute TS(R) directly by sorting the endpoints of S by theirx-coordinates.Otherwise randomly pick a segment s 2 R, recursively compute TS(R n fsg), andintroduce s into this trapezoidation to obtain TS(R).We still have to specify how a segment s is introduced into the current trapezoidation. In orderto do this we need to give more detail about the representation of trapezoidations. Mulmuleychooses a somewhat idiosyncratic representation that essentially works as follows: ConsiderTS(R), and consider some segment s 2 R. Assume s is intersected by i other segments inR. Thus s is partitioned into i + 1 pieces. Conceptually Mulmuley makes each piece of eachsegment in R into a narrow zero-width face, and obtains this way from TS(R) a plane graphthat we denote by GS(R). Figure 4 should make the idea clear. Note that GS(R) has the samenumber of vertices as TS(R) and thus it also has complexity O(n +KR). Also note that inthe graph GS(R) faces that correspond to trapezoids of TS(R) have at most six edges aroundthem, only the zero-width faces can have more than a constant number of edges around them.How does one now introduce segment s into GS(R0) to obtain GS(R), where R0 = R nfsg?It works in two phases (that of course could be combined into one). In the �rst phase onedetermines which faces and edges of GS(R0) are intersected by s. In the second phase the newfaces of GS(R) are created. This involves splitting the faces of GS(R0) that are intersected bys, creating the zero-width faces for the pieces of s, introducing the vertical extensions from theintersection points of s with the other segments of R, and merging faces that are separated byvertical edges that are not part of vertical extensions any more because of the introduction ofs. We leave the details of the second phase to the reader.The �rst phase can simply be done as follows: Since the two endpoints of s are verticesof GS(R0) already, we can determine in constant time, say, the leftmost face of GS(R0) thatis intersected by s. Now we \thread" s through GS(R0) in the usual way, similar to theincremental line arrangement construction algorithm [27, 13]: We walk along the segment s;assume we just entered a face f through some edge e; we determine through which edge thesegment s leaves f and which new face the segment enters by simply testing all edges of f(say, in clockwise order starting after e). Now we have reached a new face, and we repeat.Obviously, this procedure can also tell when we have reached the right endpoint of s.What is the time necessary for introducing segment s? It is not hard to see that the cost ofphase one dominates the cost of phase two. Thus it su�ces to consider just the cost of phaseone. This cost is clearly the sum of the degrees of all the faces of GS(R0) that are intersectedby s (here the degree of a face f of GS(R0), for short deg(f;GS(R0)), is the number of edgesof GS(R0) incident to f). However, what does this evaluate to for a random segment s 2 R?Now let us apply backwards analysis. The �rst important step is to express the cost ofphase one of introducing a segment s into GS(R0) in terms of the result graph GS(R) and notin terms of GS(R0). It is not hard to see that this cost is given by Pf2PR(s) deg(f;GS(R)),where PR(s) is the set of all zero-width faces of GS(R) that either derive from pieces of s inGS(R) or from those pieces of other segments in R that are incident to intersection points8



with s (see Figure 5).It follows that if s is randomly chosen from the r segments in R, then the expected costof adding s to GS(R n fsg) is proportional to1r Xs2R Xf2PR(s) deg(f;GS(R)) :But in this double sum every piece of a segment in R contributes at most three times. Thusif P(R) denotes the set of all faces that derive from pieces of segments in R, then this doublesum is at most 3r Xf2P(R)deg(f;GS(R)) :Since GS(R) is a planar graph, this sum is clearly proportional to the complexity of the graph,and thus it is O(n+KR). It follows that the expected cost of introducing the last segment ofR is O(nr + KRr ).But what is the expected value of KR? By the way the algorithm proceeds it is clearthat R is a random subset of S of size r. Now if fs; tg is one of the K pairs of intersectingsegments in S, what is the probability that they are both in R? Clearly r(r�1)n(n�1) . It follows thatthe expected number of pairs of intersecting segments in R, i.e. the expectation Kr of KR isr(r�1)n(n�1)K.Thus the expected cost of introducing the last segment into GS(R) is O(nr + r�1n(n�1)). Toobtain the expected cost for all recursive calls of the entire algorithm one clearly only needsto sum this expression for 1 � r � n, which yieldsO(nHn +K);where Hn = 1 + 1=2 + : : :+ 1=n � log n. Since computing GS(;) just amounts to sorting 2nnumbers it follows that the expected running time of the entire algorithm is O(K + n log n).Remarks: As an exercise the reader may want to try this type of analysis on a version ofthis algorithm that does not use zero-width faces and uses instead of GS(R) simply a planargraph representation of TS(R). Thus the trapezoids can have arbitrarily many edges aroundthem.In the presentation of Mulmuley's algorithm we assumed non-degeneracy. This is not toomuch of an issue, except in cases where many segments intersect in one point. In such asituation it would be desirable to obtain an expected running time of O(I + n log n), where isI is the number of intersection points between segments. (Note that if all segments intersectin one point, then I = 1 but K = �n2�.) By fairly obvious modi�cations of the algorithmoutlined above it is possible to achieve this O(I + n log n) bound. The only complicationsarise in the analysis, since Ir, the analogue of Kr, seems to be di�cult to express in a niceclosed form. However, the following can be shown and saves the analysis: If X is the set of9



intersection points between segments of S and if for p 2 X the number of segments of S thatintersect in p is denoted by d(p), then1X1�r�n Irr = Xp2X(Hd(p) � 1) :But since Pp2X d(p) = O(I + n), clearly Pp2X(Hd(p) � 1) and therefore also P1�r�n Ir=r isO(I + n).Finally we should point out that the algorithm described here does not exploit at allthe straightness of the segments in S or the fact that any two segments intersect at mostonce. With very straightforward modi�cations the algorithm can be adapted to construct thetrapezoidal decomposition induced by a set S of \segments," where each member s 2 S is abounded x-monotone curve (i.e. every vertical line intersects s at most once), where everypair s; s0 2 S intersect in a �nite number of points, and where for any vertical line ` one candetermine in O(1) time the \�rst" intersection point between s and s0 to the right of `. Nochanges in the analysis are necessary at all. It is still O(I + n log n), where I now stands forthe number of intersection points and can be arbitrarily large.4 Constructing Planar Convex HullsThe convex hull conv S of a set S of n points in the plane is the smallest convex polygon thatcontains S. Computing such a convex hull amounts to determining the circular sequence ofpoints in S that constitute the corners around the polygon conv S.The planar convex hull problem has received an extraordinary amount of attention in thecomputational geometry literature. We will not attempt to give a complete history here, butjust list three mile stones: in 1972 Graham gave the �rst O(n log n) algorithm [29]; in 1978Bentley and Shamos showed that for a large class of geometric distributions the convex hull ofa set of n points drawn according to such a distribution could be computed in O(n) expectedtime [6] (here the expectation is with respect to the input distribution); in 1983 Kirkpatrickand Seidel gave an algorithm whose worst case running time also depends on the output-sizeand comes to O(n logH), where H is the number of corners of the output polygon [35].The attractiveness of the planar convex hull problem to computational geometers stemspartly from the fact that most computational paradigms can be successfully applied to thisproblem. This is also the case with our paradigm of backwards analysis. In this section we1The derivation of this formula | at least as done by the author | is not completely straightforward andrequires some massaging of sums involving quotients of binomial coe�cients. In particular one needs to showthat X1�r�n 1r�1� �n�dr ��nr� � d�n�dr�1��nr� � = Hd � 1 ;where the quantity in the square brackets is the probability that an intersection point among d segments of Sexists in a random sample of r segments. 10



present a randomized algorithm and anlyze its expected running time exploiting this back-wards view. I am not sure whom to attribute this algorithm to. It certainly owes a lot to theconict graph based algorithm of Clarkson and Shor [18], and it seems to have grown out ofdiscussions among several researchers at a DIMACS workshop in the fall of 1989.For the sake of ease of presentation we will again assume that we are dealing with a set S ofn points in non-degenerate position, which in this case is to mean that no three points in S arecolinear. Moreover, we will assume that n > 2. Our algorithm again works incrementally. Itputs the points of S in a random order and then computes the convex hulls of ever increasingsubsets of S. We will again describe the algorithm recursively. In this description we willassume the existence of the following kind of oracle: If for T � S we know PT = conv T ,then the oracle can tell for any point q 2 S n T whether q is contained in PT , and if q is notcontained, the oracle can tell one edge of PT that is \visible" from q, i.e. the straight linethrough that edge separates PT and q.Here is the algorithm for computing PR = conv R, where R � S.If jRj = 3 then PR is the triangle formed by the three points in R.If jRj > 3 then randomly choose a point q from R, and let R0 = R n fqg.Recursively compute PR0 = conv R0, and then \insert" point q as follows to obtainPR = conv R:Query the oracle about q and PR0. If q is contained in PR0 , then PR = PR0 andnothing needs to be done.Otherwise, the oracle returns an edge e of PR0 that is visible form q. Starting at eperform a search to determine all edges of PR0 that are visible from q. These edgesform a chain. To obtain PR replace that chain by a new chain of two edges thathave q as common endpoint (see Figure 6).If one is allowed to disregard the costs incurred by the oracle, then by the following amor-tization argument the running time of this algorithm is easily seen to be O(n). The cost ofcomputing PR from PR0 , provided they are di�erent, is clearly proportional to the number ofedges of PR0 that are found to be visible from q. There can be a large number of such edges.However, as they are all deleted and never re-appear, one can charge this cost to the creationof those edges. But whenever a point of S is added at most two new edges are created, andthus the overall cost for all creations and deletions and hence for the entire algorithm (withoutthe cost of the oracle calls) is O(n).How can one implement the oracle? The idea is to maintain for each point p in S n R acanonical edge ep of PR that is visible form p (or to note that no visible edge exists for p).This canonical edge is de�ned as follows: Let c be a �xed point (not necessarily in S) in theinterior of PR. For each point p 2 S nR that lies outside of PR, its visible \conict" edge ep isthe unique edge of PR that is intersected by the straight line segment that connects c and p(uniqueness can be enforced by considering each corner of PR as part of exactly one or its two11



Figure 6incident edges). With this information clearly each oracle call can be answered in constanttime. It remains to specify how this information is maintained.So assume that in the procedure outlined above the recursive call has produced for eachpoint p 2 S nR0 its canonical conict edge ep of PR0. If for p 2 S n R the conict edge ep isnot visible from q, then this edge is also an edge of PR and remains to be the conict edgefor p. (Note that if c is in PR0 , then it is also in PR.) If, on the other hand, ep is visible fromq and gets deleted, then the only candidates for being the new conict edge for p are the twonew edges of PR that are incident to the new point p. Assuming that for each edge e of thecurrent convex hull we maintain the set of all p for which ep = e, it should be clear that thecost of producing the conict information with respect to PR given the conict informationfor PR0 is proportional to the number points in S nR for which the conict edge changes.We estimate the expected cost of maintaining the conict information by considering eachpoint p 2 S individually. Since in case of a change p's new conict edge can be determinedin constant time, it su�ces to estimate the expected number of changes for p. So what isthe probability that for p 2 S the conict edge ep changes when computing PR from PR0?Backwards analysis suggests that we should express this probability in terms of the \output"PR. Clearly ep is new for p i� q is one of the two endpoints of ep. But since the algorithmchose q to be a random element of R, the probability that q happens to be one of the twoendpoints of ep is 2=r. Thus the expected number of conict edge changes for a point p 2 Swhen computing PR from PR0 is at most 2=r (note that p could be already in R in which caseno change can occur any more). Summing over all r � n now yields that the expected totalnumber of conict edge changes for a point p 2 S is at most 2Hn, which is O(log n).12



Observing that creating the initial conict information in the \bottoming out" case wherejRj = 3 takes O(n) time, we can now conclude that the entire maintenance of the conictinformation and also the entire algorithm takes expected time O(n log n).Remarks: Using the techniques described in the next section it is possible to show thatthe probability that the running time of the convex hull algorithm presented here exceeds itsexpected value by a multiplicative factor of c is only O(n�c(log c�1)).5 Backwards Analysis of QUICKSORTQUICKSORT constitutes the archetypical example of a randomized2 algorithm. Invented byHoare in 1960 [33], it has since been amply analyzed (see for instance Sedgewick's book [49])and with its various versions it has become the maybe most frequently used sorting algorithmin practice.We will consider a somewhat di�erent version of QUICKSORT that is more amenable tobackwards analysis than the usual version. However, we also show that both versions haveexactly the same running time distribution. Thus the results of our analysis carry over toordinary QUICKSORT.Let S be a set of n distinct keys. (The presence of non-distinct keys does not increase therunning time of QUICKSORT.) Our algorithm at �rst puts those keys into a random orderp1; : : : ; pn. For 0 � r � n let Sr = fpiji � rg. Our algorithm will make n iterations (or\rounds"), maintaining the following invariant Ir upon completion of each round r:Ir : 8>>>><>>>>: The r keys in Sr have been sorted correctly; say, their order isq0 = �1 < q1 < q2 < � � � < qr <1 = qr+1 :The remaining keys in S n Sr have been partitioned into r + 1 sets B0; B1; : : : ; Br, whereBj = fq 2 S n Srjqj < q < qj+1g :At the beginning of execution obviously invariant I0 holds with B0 = S. In the endinvariant In must hold, which implies that the set S = Sn has been correctly sorted.What needs to happen in round r, so that, assuming invariant Ir�1, one can establish Ir?At the beginning of the round key pr has to be contained in some Bj. Thus pr lies between qjand qj+1, and hence we now know the sorted order of Sr, as desired. To establish the secondpart of invariant Ir we only need to split the set Bj n fprg into two subsets comprising thekeys smaller than \pivot" pr and larger than \pivot" pr, respectively (see Figure 7).This already completes our description of the algorithm. In this description we haveomitted all data structuring aspects. This is justi�ed since we don't intend this algorithm to2Of course the original version of QUICKSORT was deterministic and it was probabilistically analyzedwith respect to an assumed input distribution, namely all permutations of the output occur equally likely asinput. 13



Figure 7be implemented but rather to serve as a vehicle for analyzing the number of key comparisonsthat happen in the usual version of QUICKSORT.Where do key comparisons happen in this algorithm? They only happen when a setBj n fprg is split into two. In that case each element of that set has to be compared with\pivot" pr. We want to estimate the expected number of such comparisons. (It makes sense totalk about expectations since our algorithm starts by putting the elements of S into randomorder.)Let us �x our attention at an arbitrary key p 2 S and ask how often p is involved in acomparison where it is not the \pivot." Let us just concentrate on some round r. If p 2 Sr,then it certainly did not participate in such a comparison. So assume p =2 Sr, which means pmust be in some Bj . In that case a comparison involving p only happened if Bj is \new," i.e.did not exist in round r � 1. But Bj can only be new if one of qj or qj+1 was pr. Backwardsanalysis now says that any one of q1; : : : ; qr has the same probability of being pr. Thus withprobability at most 2=r one of qj or qj+1 was pr (we say \at most" since the �ctitious q0 andqr+1 cannot be pr). This means that the expected number of comparisons involving p in roundr is at most 2=r, and hence the the expected number of comparisons involving p (not as pivot)over all rounds is at most 2Hn. Considering every key p 2 S in turn immediately yields a2nHn upper bound for the expected number of comparisons made by our algorithm.Let us try to tighten this analysis. Call a comparison in our algorithm between a key pand a pivot pr an L-comparison if pr < p; call it an R-comparison otherwise. Let p be the k-thsmallest key in S and let Lk = fq 2 Sjq � pg. Let us try to estimate the expected numberof L-comparisons for p, i.e. comparisons that involve p as non-pivot and some other memberof Lk as pivot, in other words, we want to estimate the number of times that a set Bj thatcontains p is split and p turns out to be larger than the splitting pivot key. For this purpose itsu�ces to consider only L-rounds of our algorithm, i.e. rounds r where the pivot pr is in Lk.14



Clearly there are exactly k such L-rounds. Let us number them from 1 to k. Consider nowL-round i, where 1 � i � k. What is the probability Pi that p is involved in an L-comparison,i.e. what is the probability that the set Bj that contains p was just split? Well, out of thei pivots chosen from Lk so far, qi must have been the last one. By backwards analysis theprobability for this event is 1=i. However, for an L-comparison involving p to occur it mustalso be the case that p was not one of the i pivots chosen so far. The probability for this eventis (1� i=k). It follows that Pi = (1� i=k) � (1=i) and thus the expected number L-comparisonsin L-round i that involve p is 1=i�1=k. Summing over all k L-rounds we get that the expectednumber of L-comparisons involving p is Hk � 1. Summing now over all n keys of S we �ndthat the expected number of all L-comparisons is P1�k�nHk � n, which is (n + 1)Hn � 2n.By symmetry the expected number of R-comparisons is the same and thus the expected totalnumber of key comparisons made by our QUICKSORT algorithm is 2(n + 1)Hn � 4n.We should now convince the reader that our version of QUICKSORT has the same runningtime behaviour as the usual version, so that we can claim that our analysis applies to the ususalversion also. The usual version sorts a set S of n keys as follows: Choose a p 2 S uniformlyat random, and compute the sets S< = fq 2 Sjq < pg and S> = fq 2 Sjq > pg. Output theresult of applying the algorithm recursively to S<, followed by p, followed by the the result ofapplying the algorithm to S>.With every run of this algorithm we can associate a binary n-node tree T . It is recursivelyde�ned as having p as its root whose left child is the tree associated with the sort of S< andwhose right child is the tree associated with the sort of S>. The number of key comparisonsmade in a particular run can now be expressed as a function C(T ) of the associated tree T ,namely the sum of the sizes of all n rooted subtrees, minus n. Thus the expected runningtime of the ordinary version of QUICKSORT can be expressed as the sum over all possiblesuch trees T of the product of C(T ) and the probability that T arises.We can also associate a binary n-node tree T with every run of our version of QUICKSORT.We do this inductively by associating a tree Tr with every round r of our algorithm. Tr has rinterior nodes, namely the keys in Sr, and it has r+1 leaves, the sets Bj. Tree Tr+1 is obtainedfrom Tr by replacing the leaf Bj that contains pr+1 by a tree whose root is pr+1 and whose leftand right children are the newly generated Bj and Bj+1, respectively. The �nal tree T is thenTn stripped of all its leaves. Again the number of key comparisons made in a particular run ofour algorithm is expressed exactly by C(T ). It follows that the two versions of QUICKSORThave the same running time distribution if every tree T is generated by our version with thesame probability as by the usual version. But it is easy to check that indeed both versionsproduce a particular tree T with probability Qp node of T 1=(size of subtree rooted at p).That the expected number of comparisons of QUICKSORT is 2(n + 1)Hn � 4n is a wellknown result and has been derived before without using backwards analysis (see e.g. [28]).We will now use backwards analysis to estimate in a reasonably painless way the probabilitythat the running time of QUICKSORT is signi�cantly larger than its expectation (see [47]) fora similar result). For this purpose we will arti�cially slow down our algorithm as follows: If in15



round r the new pivot pr is in B0, then all keys in Br are compared with pr also. Similarly, ifpr is in Br, then all keys in B0 are compared with pr also. Conceptually we are now performinga cyclical sort of S, where after round r there are r sets Bj , for which index arithmetic is donemodulo r. This \cyclical" modi�cation of the algorithm removes all \boundary" e�ects andmakes all keys appear symmetrically the same. We will also slow down our algorithm evenfurther. In each round r the pivot pr will make two extra comparisons (say, with itself).We will again partition the comparisons made by our slowed down algorithm into L-comparisons and R-comparisons. Again, an L-comparison is a comparison between a key pand a pivot pr, where pr < p. We will also consider to be an L-comparison one of the twoextra comparisons made by every pivot pr.For a key p 2 S let Lp be a random variable that counts the number of L-comparisonsthat p is involved in plus the one L-comparison between p and itself when p is the pivot.De�ne Rp analogously. Let now X = Pp2S(Lp +Rp) be a random variable counting the totalnumber of comparisons made by our slowed down algorithm. We are interested in estimatingthe probability that X exceeds its expectation by a multiplicative factor of c. This can clearlyonly happen if at least one of the random variables Lp or Rp exceeds its expectation by afactor of c. Thus we havePr(X > c � E[X]) �Xp2SPr(Lp > c � E[Lp]) +Xp2SPr(Rp > c � E[Rp]) :Since our setup is completely symmetric all random variables Lp and Rp have the same dis-tribution. Thus for any p 2 S we havePr(X > c � E[X]) � 2n � Pr(Lp > c � E[Lp]) : (1)Let us now �x our attention on some key p 2 S and let Y = Lp. For 1 � r � n let Yr be a0-1 random variable counting the contribution of round r to Y . Using the ideas of the previousparagraphs and observing the slow down modi�cations of our algorithm it is easy to see thatYr is 1 with probability exactly 1=r. Thus E[Y] = P1�r�n E[Yr] = P1�r�n 1=r = Hn andtherefore E[X] the expected number of comparisons in our slowed down algorithm is 2nHn.To estimate Pr(Y > c �E[Y]) we can now use the well-known Cherno� bound (see [47, 31]),which in one form states that if a random variable Z is the sum of n independent 0-1 randomvariables and the expectation of Z is E, then for c � 1Pr(Z > c � E) � e�E(1�c+c log c) :In our case the Yi's can easily be proven to be independent. Thus we obtainPr(Y > c � E[Y]) � e�Hn(1�c+c log c) = O(n�(1+c(log c�1))) :From this and inequality 1 we can now conclude that the probability that the running timeof our modi�ed algorithm exceeds its expectation by a multiplicative factor of c � 1 isO(n�c(log c�1)). Since this algorithm always performs more comparisons than ordinary QUICK-SORT we can conclude that the probability that QUICKSORT makes more than 2cnHn com-parisons is also O(n�c(log c�1)). 16



6 A Bad ExampleConsider the following higher-dimensional triangulation problem: Suppose a set S of n pointsin IRd is contained in the interior of a d-simplex D with vertex set Q = fq0; q1; : : : ; qdg. Weare to triangulate S, i.e. construct a collection of simplices T , so that Sf� 2 T g = D, eachsimplex � 2 T has its vertex set in S [ Q, every p 2 S is vertex of some simplex in T , andevery two simplices in T intersect in a common face (which can be the empty set).Deterministic algorithms for solving this problem in O(n log n) time have been presentedin [4, 26]. Here we consider the following randomized incremental algorithm that was inspiredby the QUICKSORT algorithm of the previous section. For the purpose of illustration we willassume that the points in S [ Q are in non-degenerate position, i.e. no d + 1 points lie in acommon hyperplane.Our algorithm will at �rst put the points in S in some random order p1; : : : ; pn. For0 � r � n let now Sr = fpiji � rg. The algorithm works in n rounds. Upon completion ofround r a triangulation Tr will have been computed, and for each simplex � 2 Tr the set B�will contain the points in S n Sr that lie in the interior of �. Initially we have T0 = fDg andBD = S.Assuming inductively that the algorithm has correctly completed round r�1, our algorithmonly needs to do the following in round r: Let � be the simplex in Tr�1 that has pr in itsinterior and let B� be the corresponding subset of S n Sr�1. The simplex � is split into d+ 1simplices �0; : : : ;�d, each being a pyramid with a facet of � as base and with pr as apex.The set B� n fprg is split accordingly.In any reasonable implentation the running time of this algorithm will be proportional tothe number of times that during the execution the containing simplex changes for a pointp 2 S. It is now tempting to apply backwards analysis to obtain the expectation of thisquantity. Fixing attention at a point p 2 S and at some round r it seems that the probabilitythat the containing simplex of p changed in round r is at most (d + 1)=r. After all, either pis contained in Sr, in which case no change occurs, or otherwise p must be in some simplex� 2 Tr, which is \new" i� one of its d+1 vertices happened to be pr. By backwards analysisthis happens with probability at most (d + 1)=r. Thus the expected number of containingsimplex changes for p in the entire algorithm is at most (d + 1)Hn, and hence the expectedrunning time of the algorithm is O((d + 1)nHn).However, this argument is quite wrong. The fallacy lies in the fact that the triangulationTr of Sr is not canonical, i.e. it depends on the ordering of the points in Sr. In particular thismeans that the containing simplex of p is not canonical. Thus it is di�cult to argue that pris a vertex of that simplex with probability at most (d+ 1)=r.For dimension d = 1 this algorithm indeed does have O(nHn) expected running time,since any 1-dimensional point set admits exactly one triangulation, and hence Tr is alwayscanonical. But of course for d = 1 the triangulation algorithm of this section is nothing butQUICKSORT. It remains to be seen whether for �xed d > 1 the expected running time ofthis triangulation algorithm is indeed O(n log n).17



7 Linear Programming for Small DimensionGeneral linear programming has a long history. In this paper we are only interested in thecase where the dimension (or number of variables) d is a small constant and m, the number ofhalfspaces (or constraints), can be quite large. In the last decade deterministic algorithms weredeveloped that solve such linear programs inO(m) worst case time [39, 40, 22, 23, 19]. Howeverthose algorithms are mostly of theoretical interest only since they are quite complicated andthe dependence of their running times on the dimension d is exponential and has only beenshown to be 3d2 at best. More recently Ken Clarkson [20] proposed a randomized algorithmwith a remarkable running time of O(d2m) + (logm)O(d)d=2+O(1) + O(d4pm logm). Herewe briey present another randomized algorithm that was �rst described in [50]. The mainvirtues of this algorithm are its simplicity and its amenability to backwards analysis (well |for the purpose of this paper this is a virtue).Geometrically, linear programming amounts to the following: One is given a set H of mhalfspaces and a vector a in IRd, and one wants to �nd a vertex v of the polyhedron P formedby the intersection of the halfspaces, so that v maximizes the linear functional speci�ed by a;in other words, v must be contained in the tangent hyperplane of P whose outward normalis a.The reader might wonder about our speci�cation of linear programming. The requiredoptimum vertex v of P might not exist, either because P is empty or because P is unbounded.Thus we amend our speci�cation. In case of emptiness of P we require this fact to be reportedby the algorithm. For the sake of ease of presentation we will ignore for the time being theunboundedness situation and assume that our problem and all subproblems to be encouteredare very well behaved in the sense that if a problem is feasible a unique optimum vertex existsand that this vertex is the intersection of the bounding hyperplanes of exactly d of the givenhalfspaces. We will show later how those assumptions can be removed.Here is our algorithm for solving such a linear program given by a setH ofm � d halfspacesand a direction a in IRd.If d = 1, then the problem amounts to �nding the smallest (or largest) real numbersatisfying m inequalities. With m comparisons this number can easily be found orit can be established that a number satisfying all inequalities does not exist.Now assume d > 1. If jHj = d, then by our assumptions the solution is the inter-section of the d hyperplanes that bound the halfspaces in H. Thus this optimumvertex can be found in O(d3) time.So assume that jHj > d. Choose a halfspace H 2 H uniformly at random. Re-cursively solve the d-dimensional linear program given by the m � 1 halfspacesH n fHg and direction a. This yields an optimum point w. (If such an optimumdoes not exist, the original problem does not have a solution.)Now, if w is contained in H, then clearly w is also the solution for the originalproblem and we are done. If w is not contained in H, then the optimum vertex v18



forH, if it exists at all, must be contained in the hyperplane h that bounds H. As amatter of fact v must be the solution of the (d�1)-dimensional linear programmingproblem given by the m� 1 constraints H0 = fI \ h j I 2 H n fHgg and directiona0, the orthogonal projection of a into h. The solution of that problem is nowfound recursively.Let us now analyze the expected running time of this algorithm. The most important issueseems to be to estimate the probability that the (d� 1)-dimensional problem for H0 needs tobe solved. This is exactly where backwards analysis comes into play. Note that this recursivecall is necessary i� the optimum vertex v for H is di�erent from the optimum vertex w forH n fHg. But such a di�erence can only occur if the bounding hyperplane of H is one of thed hyperplanes that de�ne v. But since H is chosen from the m hyperplanes in H at randomthis happens with probability d=m.Now let T (d;m) be the expected running time of our algorithm for solving a linear programwith m � d halfspaces in IRd. Assuming that testing whether a point v lies in a halfspace Htakes O(d) time and that computing the intersection of a halfspace with a hyperplane takesalso O(d) time, T (d;m) is de�ned recursively as follows:T (d;m) = 8><>: O(m) if d = 1O(d3) if m = dT (d;m� 1) +O(d) + dmO(dm) + dmT (d� 1;m� 1) otherwiseIt is now easy to check that T (d;m) = O�P1�i�d i(i�1)!d!m�, which is O(d!m) since the sumconverges even without an upper bound for i.We still have to deal with the various assumptions we made initially. Uniqueness ofthe optimum vertex can be achieved by standard perturbation techniques, or by requiringthe algorithm always to return the optimum vertex that has the lexicographically smallestcoordinate representation. Note that in light of the previous section it is crucial for theanalysis of our algorithm that the optimum vertex is de�ned uniquely and canonically.The assumption that an optimum vertex must always be the intersection of the boundinghyperplanes of exactly d halfspaces can be dropped altogether. Involvement of more than dhalfspaces in v makes it less likely that v is di�erent from w and hence cannot increase therunning time of our algorithm.The boundedness assumption appears to be the most di�cult to remove. One approachis to enforce it simply by stipulating that we are not interested in all of IRd but just some\bounding box" B (i.e. we impose explicit lower and upper bounds for the variables; see [50]for details). Another approach involves generalizing the notion of \optimum vertex:" in caseof unboundedness de�ne the \optimum" to be the unit vector in the direction of a ray inthe feasibility region that maximizes the inner product with the objective direction a. Bothapproaches require slight changes in the \bottoming-out" part of our procedure. See the nextsection for an abstract description. 19



8 Welzl's Minidisk AlgorithmHere we present an algorithm due to Emo Welzl [56] for constructing the smallest enclosingball for a �nite point set T � IRd. The algorithm is very similar to the linear programmingalgorithm of the previous section. However, the idea of recursively solving a problem ofsmaller dimension has to be viewed now as recursively solving a problem with more equalityconstraints.Below we describe a function minidisk(T;C), which takes as input two disjoint �nite setsT;C � IRd and which is to return the ball of smallest radius that contains T and has allpoints of C on its boundary. Of course, for arbitrary sets T and C such a ball need not exist.However, we will assume that the function will only be called with parameters T and C forwhich the existence of such a ball is guaranteed. In particular note that minidisk (T; ;)simply computes the smallest enclosing ball of T , and such a ball of course always exists (forthe case T = ; we consider the empty set to be a degenerate ball).Note that the smallest enclosing ball of a set T will always be determined by at most d+1points of T . For our implementation of minidisk() we will assume the existence of a functionprimitive ball (D), which given any set of D of at most d+ 1 points returns in time O(d3)the smallest ball that has all of D on its boundary (again assuming the existence of such aball). minidisk(T;C)if T = ; then return primitive ball(C);choose some p from T uniformly at random and let T 0 :=T n fpg;B0 := minidisk(T 0; C);if p 2 B0 then return B0else return minidisk(T 0; C [ fpg);The correctness of this function follows form the following two lemmas:Lemma 8.1 Let T and C be two sets in IRd. The smallest ball that contains T and has allpoints of C on its boundary is unique (provided it exists).Proof. Assume B1 and B2 are two distinct smallest enclosing balls for T that have C on theirboundary. Let c1 and c2 be the two centers and let R be the common radius. Then it is easy tocheck that the smaller ball with center (c1+c2)=2 and radius r given by r2 = R2�hc1�c2; c1�c2ialso contains T and has all points of C on its boundary.Lemma 8.2 Let T 0 and C be two sets in IRd so that the smallest enclosing ball B0 for T 0 thathas all points of C on its boundary exists.If some point p 2 IRd is not contained in B0, then the smallest enclosing ball B for T [fpgthat has all points of C on its boundary also has p on its boundary (provided it exists).20



Proof. Assume B does not have p on its boundary, i.e. p lies in the interior of B. But inthis case B must also be the smallest enclosing ball for T 0 hat has C on its boundary. Bythe previous lemma that ball is unique, i.e. B = B0, which would mean p 2 B and p =2 B, acontradiction.For the analysis of the expected running time of minidisk(T;C) the most important stepis to estimate the probability that a point p chosen randomly from T is not contained in theball B0. Let B be the smallest enclosing ball of T that has all points of C on its boundary.Lemma 8.2 tells us that p =2 B0 implies that p lies on the boundary of B and that B 6= B0. Inthe non-degenerate case where no d+ 1 points of T [ C are co-spherical it is clear that thereare at most d + 1 � jCj choices for p that render B and B 0 di�erent. It is not too hard tosee that this number cannot be larger if there are degeneracies. Thus the probability that arandom point p of T is not contained in the ball B0 is at most �=jT j, where � = d+ 1 � jCj.Now consider a call minidisk(T;C), where T;C � IRd; jT j = n, and jCj = d+ 1� �. Letf(n; �) denote the expected number of recursive invocations minidisk(S;D) for which S 6= ;,and let g(n; �) denote the expected number of recursive invocations for which S = ;. Thus fand g satisfy the following recursive relationships:f(n; �) � ( 0 if n = 01 + f(n � 1; �) + �nf(n � 1; � � 1) otherwiseg(n; �) � ( 1 if n = 0g(n� 1; �) + �ng(n� 1; � � 1) otherwiseIt is an easy inductive exercise to check that now f(n; �) � P1�i�� 1i!�!n, which is O(�!n),and that g(n; �) � �!(1 + Hn)�, which is O(�! log� n). If we assume that an invocation withS 6= ; takes time O(d) and an invocation with S = ; (i.e. a call to primitive ball) takestime O(d3) we get the following:Theorem 8.3 For a set T of n points IRd a call to minidisk(T;;) computes the smallestenclosing ball of T in expected time O(d(d + 1)!n).The type of algorithm presented in this and the previous section can be successfully appliedalso to other problems, such as computing the smallest enclosing ellipsoid of a point set in IRd,or computing the largest inscribed sphere of a convex polyhedron. It is possible to unify thesealgorithms by considering the relevant problems as special instances of a suitably axiomatizedabstract optimization problem.3Very recently Micha Sharir and Emo Welzl [54] proposed a new axiomatic framework alongwith a new randomized algorithm for the linear programming type of problems considered here3Previous versions of this paper contained an attempt of such an axiomization. However, that frameworkturned out to be too weak, and the algorithmic results claimed in those previous versions are fallacious.21



and in the previous section. Their method avoids the recursion on the dimension and in thecase of linear programming achieves an expected time bound of O(2dn). The complexityanalysis of their new algorithm also exploits aspects of \backwards" analysis. Even morerecently the same two authors together with Ji�r�� Matou�sek [38] managed to improve theanalysis of that algorithm to the remarkable expected time bound of O((nd+ d3)e4pd ln(n+1)).9 Clarkson's Backwards Analysis of the Conict GraphBased Convex Hull AlgorithmIn their landmark paper on applications of random sampling in computational geometry [18]Clarkson and Shor described a randomized algorithm for constructing convex hulls of pointsets in IRd that has optimal expected running time. Their analysis of the expected runningtime was based on very general lemmas about random sampling. Recently Ken Clarkson[21] has discovered a new analysis that is completely self-contained and relies heavily on theidea of backwards analysis. In this section we give �rst a brief description of the convex hullalgorithm4 and then its new analysis.We want to construct the convex hull of a set S of n points in IRd, with n > d > 1. Wewill assume that S is in non-degenerate position, i.e. no d + 1 of its points lie in a commonhyperplane. Such non-degeneracy can easily be simulated with impunity using standard per-turbation techniques [25, pp. 185]. Non-degeneracy ensures that the convex hull of any subsetof S is a simplicial polytope.A few relevant basics about polytopes: Let P be a simplicial d-polytope, let V be thevertex set of P , and let m = jV j. It is known that P can have at most O(mbd=2c) faces. Wecall the (d�1)-faces of P facets and the (d�2)-faces ridges. Every facet is uniquely identi�edby the d-tuple of its vertices. Similarly every ridge can be identi�ed by a (d � 1)-tuple ofvertices in V . Since every ridge is contained in precisely two facets one can represent thefacial structure of P by its facet graph G(P ), which has the facets of P as its nodes and twofacets adjacent i� they share a common ridge of P . Note that for simplicial d-polytopes thefacet graph is regular of degree d.Let p be some point in IRd in non-degenerate position with respect to V . We call a facetF of P visible from p i� the hyperplane spanned by F separates P and p. We call F obscuredotherwise. We call a face G of P visible from p i� it is only contained in facets of P that arevisible from p. Obscured faces are de�ned analogously. We call G a horizon face with respectto x i� it is contained in some visible and some obscured facet.This terminology allows a convenient characterization of the facial structure of the polytopeP 0 = conv (P [ fxg) in terms of the faces of P : No visible face of P is a face of P 0; allobscured and all horizon faces of P are faces of P 0; for each horizon face G of P the pyramid4We actually present a slightly di�erent version than the one in [18] in that we do not dualize and use aslightly di�erent notion of a conict graph. 22



conv (G [ fxg) is a face of P 0; this yields all faces of P 0.This characterization justi�es the following method for obtaining P 0 from P and x. Weassume here that the polytopes are represented by their facet graphs. Thus, to be moreprecise, the procedure outlined below is intended to compute the facet graph G(P 0) fromx and the facet graph G(P ), and when we talk about facets or ridges we are simultaneoulsyreferring to nodes and arcs of a facet graph (which are identi�ed by d-tuples and (d�1)-tuples,respectively, of the points in S [ fxg).(i) Determine the set V is(x; P ) of all facets of P that are visible from x. (In case no visiblefacets exist at all, x must be contained in P already, i.e. G(P 0) = G(P ), and nothingfurther needs to be done.)(ii) Partition the ridges contained in facets of V is(x; P ) into the set of visible and the set ofhorizon ridges of P with respect to x, by checking for each ridge whether both containingfacets are in V is(x; P ). Delete all visible facets and ridges.(iii) For each horizon ridge G of P generate the new facet conv (G [ fxg) of P 0 (i.e. a newnode for the facet graph).(iv) Generate the new ridges of P 0 (i.e. the edges between the new nodes of the facet graph).Step (i) of this algorithm is still rather vaguely speci�ed. We defer the details of how thevisibility set V is(x; P ) can actually be obtained. Let us �rst analyze the cost of this algorithm,but ignoring the cost incurred by step (i).The cost of step (ii) is clearly proportional to the number of facets in V is(x; P ). But sinceall those facets are deleted, and every facet can be deleted at most once, we can charge thedeletion cost of each facet to its creation, and thus in the amortized sense, step (ii) incurs nocost at all.Step (iii) has cost proportional to the number of new facets created. These are exactly thefacets of P 0 that contain x. Let us denote their number by deg(x; P 0).The number of new ridges created in step (iv) is proportional to the number of new facets,to be precise, their number is (d � 1)deg(x; P 0)=2. How can they be found? For every newfacet generated in step (iii) the d� 1 new ridges contained by it can be determined \locally."Radix sorting the (d�1)-tuples of vertices (or rather vertex indices) that identify these ridgesthen allows to match them up and to form the new edges of the facet graph G(P 0) in timeproportional to n+ deg(x; P 0). When d < 4 the radix sort can be avoided: In the case d = 2there are only two new facets and one new ridge, namely x. In the case d = 3 one can exploitthe planar graph nature of the facet graphs to �nd the new ridges in time proportional totheir number. We omit here the details of how to do this.We conclude that, ignoring step (i), the total cost of this insertion algorithm is proportionalto deg(x; P 0) in case d = 2; 3 and proportional to n+ deg(x; P 0) for d > 3.23



Consider now the following algorithm for constructing the convex hull of a set S of n > dpoints in IRd in non-degenerate position.1. Put the points of S in a random order p1; : : : ; pn. For 1 � r � n let Sr denotefp1; : : : ; prg, and let Pr denote conv Sr.2. Form the facet graph G(Pd+1). (Note that this graph is simply the complete graph ond+ 1 vertices.)3. For d + 1 < r � n, using the insertion procedure outlined above, form the facet graphG(Pr) from G(Pr�1).We want to determine the expected running time of this algorithm. Obviously the mostimportant question is to determine the expected cost of step 3. We know that, ignoring step(i) of the insertion algorithm, the expected cost of the insertion in iteration r is determinedby the expectation of deg(pr; Pr). Now apply backwards analysis. With probability 1=r pointpr was the last one in the random permutation of Sr. Thus the expected value of deg(pr; Pr)is (1=r) �Pp2Sr deg(p; Sr), which, since every facet contains exactly d vertices, is (d=r) �F (Pr),where F (Pr) denotes the number of facets of Pr. But Pr has at most r vertices. Thus by theupper bound theorem for polytopes F (Pr) = O(rbd=2c), and the expected value of deg(pr; Pr)is therefore O(rbd=2c�1). We conclude that for d > 3 the expected running time of the entirealgorithm isPd+1<r�n O(r+rbd=2c�1), which is O(nbd=2c). For d = 2; 3 we get that the expectedrunning time of the algorithm is Pd+1<r�n O(1), which is O(n).But recall that this analysis does not take into account the cost incurred by step (i) ofthe insertion algorithm. Let us now turn to the details of how that step can be implemented.How can one determine the set V is(pr; Pr�1) of all facets of Pr�1 that are visible from pr?As pointed out in [50] there is a simple solution for this problem that turns out to bereasonably e�cient for the case d > 3. Since the facets in V is(pr; Pr�1) induce a connectedsubgraph in the facet graph G(Pr�1) it su�ces to �nd just one visible facet. The remainingones can then be determined by a depth-�rst search in time proportional to their number. Allthe visible facets found will be deleted, never to reappear again, and thus we can charge theirdiscovery cost to their creation. In other words, in the amortized sense this depth-�rst searchincurs no cost at all, and we only have to worry about the time necessary to discover onefacet of V is(pr; Pr�1). However, this problem is nothing but a linear programming problemwith r constraints and in d variables and can thus, as we saw in Section 7, be solved in O(r)expected time. Summing over all n insertions this yields an overall expected cost of O(n2),which for d > 3 is subsumed by the O(nbd=2c) expected running time of the remaining partsof the algorithm.A solution to this \visibility problem" that performs satisfactorily in all dimensions, andnot just for d > 3, was invented by Clarkson and Shor [18]. In essence, they proposed tomaintain at each iteration r of the algorithm the complete visibility set5 V is(p; Pr) for each5Clarkson and Shor have the notion of a \conict graph," which in our case would be a bipartite graph24



point p 2 S n Sr. We will here describe a variant of this approach that was also alreadyconsidered in [18], where for each point p 2 S n Sr only one representative visible facetV F (p; Pr) 2 V is(p; Pr) is maintained (provided such a facet exists at all).Initially some V F (p; Pd+1) can be computed for all p 2 S n Sd+1, in O(n) time. Forr > d + 1 how can one compute V F (p; Pr) from V F (p; Pr�1)? For some point p 2 S n Srlet F = V F (p; Pr�1). If F is unde�ned (because p is contained in Pr�1), then also V F (p; Pr)is unde�ned. If the facet F is also a facet of Pr, then one can choose V F (p; Pr) = F . Weonly have to actually do something if the facet F of Pr�1 is not a facet of Pr any more, i.e.F 2 V is(pr; Pr�1) and is thus one of the facets that gets deleted in step (ii) of the insertionalgorithm. In order to discover all p 2 S n Sr for which we actually have to do something weneed to maintain for each facet the set of points p for which the facet is the representativevisible facet.To �nd the replacement p-visible facet of Pr we now start at F a depth-�rst search in thefacet graph G(Pr�1) to discover all facets in V is(pr; Pr�1)\V is(p; Pr�1) in time proportional totheir number. Let D be the set of horizon ridges (with respect to pr) contained in those facets.For each ridge G 2 D now check if its containing facet of Pr�1 that is not in V is(pr; Pr�1)(which is therefore a facet of Pr) is visible from p, and check if the \new" facet conv(G[fprg) ofPr is visible from p. If no p-visible facet is found this way, then we make V F (p; Pr) unde�ned,otherwise we set V F (p; Pr) to one of those p-visible facets. The correctness of this approachis a consequence of the fact that for a polytope P and any set X � IRd n P the facets of Pthat are visible from all points in X induce a connected subgraph of the facet graph G(P ).The cost of �nding the new representative p-visible facet on Pr is thus proportional tothe size of V is(pr; Pr�1) \ V is(p; Pr�1), or in other words, the number of visibilities betweenfacets and p that cease to exist with the insertion of pr. Therefore, in order to estimate thecost of maintaining representative visible facets for all p over the entire algorithm, we need todetermine the expected number of visibilities between facets and points that cease to exist inthe course of the algorithm. Obviously this is the same as the expected number of visibilitiesthat come into existence. We will now estimate the latter quantity.Let R = fp1; : : : ; prg. Since the pi's are in a random order R is now a random subset of Sof size r. What is the expected number of visibilites between facets of conv R and points inS nR that came into existence when the last point of R was inserted? Let's do it backwards!Which visibilities would disappear if a random point q of R was removed? Exactly those thatinvolved a facet that contained q. Since every facet is determined by exactly d points of R theprobability that any particular facet contains q is d=r. It follows that the expected number ofvisibilities that disappear when a random point of R is removed (or visibilites created when qis inserted) is dr Xq2SnR jV is(q; conv R)j :whose nodes are the facets of Pr and the points in S n Sr and that has an arc joining facet F with point q i�F is visible from q. 25



Let vis(q;R) denote jV is(q; convR)j. For A � S let now f(A) denote the number of facets ofconv A, and for a 2 A let deg(a;A) now denote the number of facets of conv A that containa. Here comes an ingenious observation due to Ken Clarkson [21]:vis(q;R) = f(R) � f(R [ fqg) + deg(q;R [ fqg) ; (2)since the facets of conv R that are not visible from q are exactly the facets of conv (R [ fqg)that do not contain q.It follows that Cr, the expected number of visibilities created when the r-th point of S isinserted, isCr = 1�nr� XR�SjRj=r dr Xq2SnRvis(q;R) = 1�nr� XR�SjRj=r dr Xq2SnR�f(R) � f(R [ fqg) + deg(q;R [ fqg)� :Now let fr = 1(nr)P R�SjRj=r f(R) denote the expected value of f(R). Note that fr actually alsodepends on the set S. We will estimate each of the three main summands of the sum aboveseparately. 1�nr� XR�SjRj=r dr Xq2SnRf(R) = dr (n� r)fr1�nr� XR�SjRj=r dr Xq2SnR f(R [ fqg) = 1�nr� XR0�SjR0j=r+1 dr Xq2R0 f(R0)= 1� nr+1� XR0�SjR0j=r+1 � nr+1��nr� dr (r + 1)f(R0)= 1� nr+1� XR0�SjR0j=r+1 dr (n� r)f(R0) = dr (n� r)fr+1= dr + 1(n� (r + 1))fr+1 + dnr(r + 1)fr+11�nr� XR�SjRj=r dr Xq2SnRdeg(q;R [ fqg) = 1� nr+1� XR0�SjR0j=r+1 � nr+1��nr� dr Xq2R0 deg(q;R0)= 1� nr+1� XR0�SjR0j=r+1 n� rr + 1 � dr (d � f(R0))= d2r(r + 1)(n� r)fr+126



Thus the total expected number of visibilities created in the entire course of the algorithm isXd+1�r<nCr = Xd+1�r<n�dr (n�r)fr� dr + 1(n�(r+1))fr+1� dnr(r + 1)fr+1+ d2r(r + 1)(n�r)fr+1� :This is a telescoping sum, and therefore we getXd+1�r<nCr = dd+ 1(n � d � 1)fd+1 + d(d � 1)n Xd+1�r<n frr(r + 1) � d2 Xd+1�r<n fr+1r + 1 :But since any d-polytope with r vertices has O(rbd=2c) facets it is certainly the case thatfr = O(rbd=2c). Thus it is easy to see that for d > 3 the expected total number of visibilitiescreated is O(nbd=2c), whereas for d = 2; 3 this number is O(nHn), which is O(n log n).We can therefore conclude that the randomized incremental algorithm for constructingthe convex hull of n points in IRd has an expected running time of O(n log n) for d = 2; 3and O(nbd=2c) for d > 3, which was the best we could hope for. Note that this analysis givesamazingly tight bounds for the expected number of visibilities for the case d = 2; 3.10 Odds and EndsIt should be pointed out that the type of analysis presented in the previous section is not par-ticular to the convex hull problem but can be applied to randomized incremental constructionin the formal framework of Clarkson and Shor [18]. In their terminology the generalizationof the crucial insight (2) is the observation that the regions de�ned by R that do not conictwith object q are exactly those regions de�ned by R [ fqg that do not involve q. Note thatmost of the problems and algorithms presented in this paper actually fall into Clarkson andShor's framework | maybe this paper should have been made much shorter.There are a number of problems and algorithms that should have been included in thissurvey, but were not because of time constraints. Maybe the most serious gap concerns geo-metric searching, in particular planar subdivsion searching. A search structure is constructedusing a randomized algorithm; query times are then random variables with respect to the\coin ips" made during the construction. Backwards analysis works very well for determin-ing the expectation of those query times; see for instance [51]. In that paper a little twistis also added to this approach, which yields a rather straightforward randomized method fortriangulating a simple polygon in nearly optimal O(n log� n) expected time.In section 5 we gave some analysis of how tightly the running time of QUICKSORT isconcentrated around its expectation. What about tail estimates for the running times of theother algorithms presented in this paper? What is the probability that the actual running timeon a problem of size n exceeds the expectation by a multiplicative factor of c? For the polygontriangulation algorithm of secion 2 one can use a general result of Mehlhorn [41] to show thatthis probability is at most 1e ( ec)c. For Mulmuley's algorithm of section 3 Matou�sek and Seidel27
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